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SEPTEMBER

Meeting
Presenter:

Bill Hardy
Purse Box
OCT 13
Mark St. Leger

Our member, Bill Hardy, will be demonstrating
how to turn a purse box on Thursday,
September 15.
An elaborate pyrographied and colored version of this project
by Cynthia Gibson (a past demonstrator) was featured in the
AAW magazine last year. Go back and check the archive for
this exquisite example. Bill will take us through the process of
sizing the mating pieces, aligning the pieces and will explain
some fixes if you don’t get the fit quite right. Bill will have
several examples to show you the possibilities for finishing and
embellishing these little wonders. They will make great holiday
gifts so be sure to attend and learn the secrets of turning a
successful project.
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The President’s Page
By Dave Robinson

Design Opportunities:
Woodturning & Life Work That Way
The other day I was doing a mentoring session and making a
Torus, the mathematical form that is a circle rotating around an
inner circle… hard to explain, see photo of the failed Torus
below. I was having trouble with the Ron Brown laser hollower
and didn’t want to set up the Carter, So, I was hollowing
blind. This can be done safely if you stop often and check your
thickness. I wasn’t checking often enough and suddenly I saw
light where there wasn’t supposed to be light. Well, that was
humiliating. Expert blows up hollow form for
student…. Humility is good for the soul…. But wait. The breakthrough line was in
a perfect place to turn the Torus into the best chip and dip bowl that I’ve ever
done. And the grain pattern of that Siberian Elm that we harvested last week is
awesome... if you can get past the stringiness and if it will hold together.
I’ve found that principle of accepting the mishap and calling it an opportunity one of
the best habits that crosses over from wood turning into other areas of life and vice
versa. It usually starts with a plan. Then the plan is ruined, de-railed, or somehow
hits a dead end. The attitude at that point is important. An attitude of acceptance,
curiosity and expectation of something good is the best way to approach the “design
opportunity”. Even using that terminology is helpful. You can call it a failure or an
opportunity. “Opportunity” helps the brain deliver creative solutions way more than
the word “Failure”
I’m using that same approach to my prostate cancer (and Luelle’s breast cancer,
which we got at the same time). Calling it an opportunity and a blessing, rather than
a mean horrible thing that could kill me (and did kill my father). First, the biopsy
definitely derailed my plan of living out my days cancer free. Rather than look at
the failure of my cancer free plan, I immediately became a research junkie, curious
about this new opportunity and expecting something good. After a few weeks of
research, I decided on proton therapy. Thanks Dale Bright for the
recommendation! The second part of the opportunity came when deciding to get
treatment in Baltimore or Hampton. Hampton is 3 1/2 hours, too far to
drive. Baltimore is 1 1/2 hours. I’d probably drive it but wouldn’t look forward to
it. Hampton for me. Then, where to stay? Residence Inn? Rental? We had
always wanted to live on the water and never had, and probably never would unless
we took this OPPORTUNITY. The internet is wonderful for this. One of the first
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(Continued)
places that caught my eye was a cottage on the end of a cul de sac. The back
yard dock is on a tributary of the Chesapeake Bay and it comes with two kayaks and
a wood shop. A wood shop! So it seemed like our design opportunity was coming
through. Final confirmation was when I sold some old equipment from my previous
career to a young man I’d been mentoring in that field for a dozen years…. for just
the amount that our cottage in Hampton is going to cost us.
Now, another derailment. Just before we’re ready to leave, Hampton called and said
their machine broke down. Technicians were being flown in from Belgium and
schedules would have to shift. Regardless of our plans and rental move in
date. Cyclotrons seem to be a little more complicated than lathes to fix. But what
an Opportunity. We’ll keep our rental date and get some extra time to explore the
Outer Banks and do some fishing before they start shooting us with protons every
day. BTW if any of you know how and where to fish the Outer Banks please share
some tips. I’m a trout fisherman.
So this design opportunity is working out. Just like the Torus that wasn’t to be. I’m
sure most of you have planned on making a bowl and gone through the
bottom… And used that design opportunity to turn a contrasting bottom and wind up
with a different, more creative? bowl in the end. What other design opportunities
have you recovered from?
I look forward to being back and seeing you all in a few months. Nine weeks, plus
whatever it takes to fix a proton generator. I’m sure Bob Parson and the board will do
a great job. Meanwhile, Tidewater Turners have made me an honorary member, so
I’ll automatically have some good friends in my new town. But the invite is still
open, If any of you CATs want to visit, we’d love to break some bread with you…
and maybe make some chips. (I’m taking two lathes to help in this cancer
treatment) If you want to follow our adventures in this Life Design Opportunity send
me and Luelle a friend request on Facebook. She’s a better Face Booker than me
but she tags me and I’m going to improve my Facebooking once I get down there.
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Here’s that Design Opportunity, the Torus that wasn’t meant to be … and became
this chip n dip bowl.

Happy Turns

Dave Robinson
CAT President
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Editor’s Bench
By Peter Bills

We have a busy period ahead with our monthly meeting on the 15th, Bluemont Fair
17-18, the Mid Atlantic Woodturning Symposium 24-25, and our CAT Picnic
rescheduled for Saturday, October 1st.
Note that we will have a tailgate swap at the picnic. Bring whatever wood, tools,
turnings, or other items you would like to sell, trade, or give away.
There are two symposiums coming up within reasonable driving distance.
Information sheets on pages 13 and 14.
Mid Atlantic Woodturning Symposium
Lancaster, Pennsylvania - 24-25 September
www.mawts.com
Virginia Woodturning Symposium
Fishersville, Virginia - 4-5 November
http://www.virginiawoodturners.com

Peter Bills
CAT Newsletter Editor

***************************************************************
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August Demonstration
Photos by Dennis McCormick

Our August 2016 meeting
featured Frank Jessup following
up on his spring green wood
demonstration Frank regaled us
with his wit and tales from his
North Carolina boyhood in
addition to showing us how he
finishes a twice turned bowl once
it has reached its moisture
equilibrium. If you remember,
Frank leaves a large diameter
base above the tenon that is
about 1/3 the bowl’s diameter.
This allows for sizing the foot to proportionally fit the final bowl dimensions. On both
the interior and exterior, care is taken to get the best tool finish possible. Take your
time with light finishing (shear) cuts to get the finest finish possible. If done correctly,
the bowl should have a finish equivalent to a 200-300 grit sandpaper finish. Avoid
tearing cuts, especially at the foot. Sharp transitions are best as they will not require
touch up sanding which can (or will) result in loss of definition.
Frank also showed his approach to turning and decorating tops. He is a prolific user
of the Sorby mini texturing tool and coloring with Sharpies. Frank turns his tops with
the rotational point towards the tail stock and finishes and embellishes both the
bottom and top surface of the top. A quick part on the finger hold and away you go.
Remember to keep the finger hold, smaller not taller as a tall hold raises the center
of gravity and may result in a short interval spinning top.
Finally Frank demonstrated how to turn off
center pendants using a simple home made jig.
By marking the slide you can do repeatable
designs on the surface with either gouges or
skews and as always the ever present texturing
tool. Frank brought along over a dozen
examples of pendants with various surface
treatments and embellishments. You are only
limited by your own imagination in what can be
accomplished.
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Show and Tell - August Meeting
Show and Tell Photos by Dennis McCormick

Richard Lowman—3 pieces

Bowl
Black Locust

Segmented Vase
Black Locust-Ash-Padauk
25 rings of 16 pieces

Muddler
Cherry
Ken Poirier

Spatula
Roy Aber

Box
Paduak
Bill Devlin
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Hollow Vessel
Walnut-MaplePadauk

More Show
andShow
Tell -and
March
More
Tell Meeting
Show
and
Photos
Jeter McCormick
Benbow
Show
and
TellTell
Photos
by by
Dennis

Jim Schubert—6 Pieces
Clockwise
Shallow Bowl — Walnut
Large Bowl — Ash
Natural Edge Dish— Oak
Natural Edge Bowl— Maple
Vase— Norfolk Island Pine
Square Dish— Wormy Box Elder
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More Show
andShow
Tell -and
March
More
Tell Meeting
Show
and
Photos
Jeter McCormick
Benbow
Show
and
TellTell
Photos
by by
Dennis

Beverly Robillard—4 Pieces
Clockwise
Red Apple — Red Oak
Rotting Apple — Ambrosia Maple
Apples— Ambrosia Maple
Bowl— Walnut

Bowl
Maple
Jim Horner
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More Show
andShow
Tell -and
March
More
Tell Meeting
Show
and
Photos
Jeter McCormick
Benbow
Show
and
TellTell
Photos
by by
Dennis

Multiple Pieces
from
Arrowmont Workshop
Charlie Wortman

Bracelets & Ear
Rings
Various woods
Bill Hardy

Bowl
Wormy Silver Maple
Don Maloney
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More Show
andShow
Tell -and
March
More
Tell Meeting
Show
and
Photos
Jeter McCormick
Benbow
Show
and
TellTell
Photos
by by
Dennis

Juan Gil—3 Pieces
Bowl-Ash
Small Bowl—Apple
Platter—Ambrosia Maple & Walnut Plug

Bowls
Maple, Sycamore
Bryan Boston

Mason Jar Lids
Oak Acorn, Ash and Walnut
Denny Boehler
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Upcoming CAT Meetings, Demos,
and Miscellaneous Events 2016
Editor’s Note: This is not intended to be a complete calendar of activities. It is
tentative and subject to change. Guest demonstrators may also be conducting workshops. Dates and sign-up details to be announced. Please watch your email and our
website.

September 15—CAT Meeting — Bill Hardy —Purse Box
September 17&18— Bluemont Fair, Bluemont, VA
September 24&25— Mid Atlantic Woodturning Symposium, Lancaster, PA
October 1— CAT Picnic, Edwards Landing Pavilion, Leesburg
October 13 - CAT Meeting — TBD
November 4 - 6—Virginia Symposium, Fishersville VA
November 17— CAT Meeting — Bob Rosand (tentative)
November 17 & 18—Bob Rosand Workshop (tentative)
December 15— CAT Meeting — Tips and Tricks and Annual Membership Meeting
2017
January XX

Annual Anniversary Party— Date TBD
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Mid Atlantic Woodturning Symposium
SEP 24-25, 2016
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Virginia Symposium
NOV 5-6, 2016
We know you will find this year’s Virginia Woodturning Symposium to be an
exciting alternative to Symposiums of previous years. We’ve updated our format from a hands-on format using local demonstrators to one that features an
exciting array of international, national, and regionally known demonstrators.
Here are two of the presenters:
Lyle Jamieson
While he began his work with traditional vessels and bowls, his creative energies and desire to cultivate his technique soon led him to attempt turning the
human form. Requiring a multi-axis approach versus the more traditional single axis, the work is complex, yet delicate. The beauty of the human form allows the artist to employ grain elegantly.
Lyle will demonstrate the Foundations of Hollow Form Turning showing techniques for use with the captured hollowing system and laser measuring system.
Barry Gross
Barry's recent work, creating fine writing instruments from re-cycled material,
has led to his receiving a Readers’ Choice Award from Pen World Magazine. He
has published over 50 articles in several woodworking magazines, is an author
of three books on turning and just released his second DVD. Barry will be doing
three demonstrations showing:
 Pen making from beginning to end. Learn all the steps to create a pen, such
as: choice of pen kit, material selection, how to drill the pen blank on a lathe,
squaring the pen blank, techniques on turning the blank, finishing the pen
blank and last assembling the pen blank.
 Different finishing techniques for your acrylic pen blanks and CA glue finish and friction finish on wooden blanks.
 How clear casting techniques is done so you too can make your own clearcast pen blanks.
Please let your fellow wood turners know of this great opportunity to come to
our Symposium and see these two demonstrators. They are only 2 of the 8 nationally known demonstrators demonstrating over the weekend. We hope to
see you Nov. 5th and 6th in Fishersville, VA.
For more information on Lyle and Barry and the other six demonstrators at
the Virginia Symposium, please visit our web site at

http://virginiawoodturners.com/
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Odds and Ends
Thursday Night Turning (TNT)
TNT is on hold for the next 9 weeks.
Watch emails for its restart.
“You Gotta’ Eat” Monthly Lunch Get-Together
Watch for emails, as the dates and venues change!
“CAT East” Lunch

“CAT West” Lunch
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Odds and Ends

TNT
TNT has outdone itself.
On Thursday Sep 19th a large limb from an Elm tree in Round Hill had fallen across
the road and VDOT had cleared it to the side. This was noticed thanks to the sharp
eyes of the TNT crew returning from dinner between the early and late shifts,. A quick
check with the homeowner and TNT became a woodcutting party. This future road
crew in training is typical, 5
watching -1 working.
This crew needs some
shovel handles to lean on.
Note the unused chainsaw in
the truck bed.
Two pickup loads of Elm
were recovered and taken to
TNT where our newest CAT member, first time
TNT attendee, and instigator of the woodcutting
party, Zeeshan Rasheed, rough turned the 16
inch bowl shown.
From FOG road kill to very wet rough turned bowl
in under 3 hours.
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Odds and Ends

MORE TNT

Two different coring systems

A nice bowl and a hollow form
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Monthly Meeting
Next regular meeting: Thursday, September 15, 2016
Location: Leesburg Volunteer Fire Company
215 W. Loudoun Street, Leesburg, VA
Our September Demonstrator
Bill Hardy
Purse Box

Leesburg Volunteer
Fire Company
215 W. Loudoun Street,
Leesburg, VA

Entrance is on the west side/right
side of the building.
Please remember to park on side
or in the back of the building.
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More TNT

2015 CAT Officers
President
Dave Robinson
president@catoctinareaturners.org

Vice President
Bob Parson
vp@catoctinareaturners.org

Secretary
Beverly Robillard
secretary@catoctinareaturners.org

Operations Director
Charlie Wortman
ops@catoctinareaturners.org

Treasurer
Dennis McCormick
treasurer@catoctinareaturners.org

Program Director
Ken Poirier
programs@catoctinareaturners.org

Newsletter Editor
Peter Bills
newsletter@catoctinareaturners.org

Additional Volunteers
Roy Aber
Burgan Pugh
Juan Gil
Jeter Benbow
Chris Liebermann
Ken Poirier and David Roseman
Dale Bright
Bob Parson
Mark Kaplan

Raffle Tickets
Lending Library
Website Admin/Equipment Listing
Gallery Photos
Group Buys
Newsletter Proofreaders
Mentor Coordinator
Rep to VA Woodturners Inc.
Rep to VA Woodturners Inc.

CAT is an official chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners (AAW)
To voice a suggestion or concern, or to submit an article/video
to AAW, you are invited to contact CAT member Denis L.
Delehanty. Denis is a member of the Board of Directors of
the AAW for 2014-2016. His AAW email address is:
denis@woodturner.org
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Group Buy Report
Discounted items available are:
 CA Glue
 Both styles of Ruth Niles Bottle stoppers along with a new Bottle
Stopper starter kit. Some Bottle Stopper Blanks in Walnut and
Colorwood.
I hope to have delivery of RX masks at our September meeting. Delivery
was delayed due to a warehouse fire.
Your voices have been heard and the club will be working to order some AnchorSeal
in the near future. It is likely that we will be doing something a little bit differently this
time as this is a major dollar purchase and as this purchase puts a major strain on the
treasury we will be asking members to preorder and prepay for the initial order. We
will announce the details at a later date once we determine the cost to the club.
One of the limiters for dispensing the AnchorSeal is having sufficient gallon jugs to fill.
If you have ordered AnchorSeal in the past, please retain your jugs to have them refilled. Also, please start saving appropriate gallon jugs even if you aren’t planning on
purchasing any product. We need jugs. A board member(s) will collect these empties
at upcoming meetings. Plastic gallon milk jugs are NOT acceptable as they are
prone to leaking. Instead, think gallon detergent, windshield washer, vinegar, iced
tea, cat litter, bleach and soap jugs for example. These jugs must be sturdy enough
to prevent the contents from leaking. Restaurants routinely discard dozens of such
containers every week so if you know someone who works there see what they can do
to rescue them from the trash bin.

Chris Liebermann

***************************************************************
CA-ONEWAY PRODUCT SALE—
20% discount on most ONEWAY products, except lathes, plus shipping.
Combine orders and save on shipping!!!!!!!!!!!
Go to ONEWAY website www.oneway.ca to see products available.
Will provide quote upon request. Happy and Safe Turning and Keep Those Turning Tools Sharp !!!
CA SAVOY cadjsavoy@cox.net
703-765-7268
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Lathe & Equipment Listings

J

uan Gil maintains a listing of lathes which members own as a reference source for
those who might be considering the purchase of a new (or additional) lathe. Juan
has added some complementary information including specialized tooling and other
items of interest:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hollowing systems
Coring systems
Favorite turning tool
Favorite homemade tool
What model band saw
What models of chainsaws
Favorite website related to woodturning

If you are in the market for a new lathe or any of the above mentioned tools and wish
to speak to a member who has the tool, please contact Juan and he will get you in
touch with someone who can help.

Equipment Manager
Juan Gil

Contact Juan through the CAT website, Catoctinareaturners.org
using the “contact us” tab.
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CAT’s Mentoring Program
It’s Not Just For New Turners!

O

ur Mentoring Coordinator, Dale Bright, is looking for volunteers to be mentors
for our CAT Mentoring Program. Dale would also like to hear from members

interested in pairing up with a mentor in any of the areas of interest listed below, or
simply for general turning skills enhancement. CAT has an enormous pool of turning
talent in its membership. Whatever your level of turning experience, working with a
mentor can be a wonderful way to explore new techniques and try out specialized
turning tools and equipment. Working as a mentor is rewarding in itself, and often
leads to enduring friendships!
Sign-up forms for those who are willing to serve as a mentor—or who would like to be
matched up with one—will be available at the next regular meeting. You may also
contact Dale Bright via email at mentoring@catoctinareaturners.org. Please include
your name, address, phone number, and email address; also indicate your experience
level (i.e., Beginner, Intermediate, or Experienced) when requesting a mentor.
We will try to match interested individuals with someone who lives “reasonably close”
whenever possible. Here are some of the areas of interest identified so far, but feel
free to mention others!
Areas of Interest for Mentoring
Ornaments and small items like Bottle Stoppers,
Pens, Pencils, and Pendants
Bowls

Lidded Boxes

Natural Edge Bowls

Segmented Turning

Square Bowls

Spindle Turning

Hollow Forms

Chasing Threads
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CAT Member Discounts

Woodcraft of Leesburg
Battlefield Shopping Center
1067 Edwards Ferry Road, NE
Leesburg, VA 20176
Call Us: 703-737-7880
Fax Us: 703-737-6166
Leesburg@woodcraft.com
Store Website
CAT members get a 10% discount
Thursday through Sunday of
each monthly meeting week!

Dunlap Woodcrafts
Near the Dulles Expo Center
14600F Flint Lee Road, Chantilly, VA 20151
Tel (703) 631-5147 www.dunlap-woodcrafts.com
Discounts are available to CAT members
Purchase $100 and receive a 10% discount
Purchase $250 and receive a 15% discount
Purchase $500 and receive a 20% discount
Give them a call prior to making the trip to be sure they are open.

Exotic Lumber, Inc.
Located at 329 E. 2nd St., Frederick, MD 21701
They have a great showroom, friendly staff,
and a wide selection of exotic & domestic hardwoods.
Tel (301) 695-1271 www.exoticlumberinc.com
CAT members receive a 10% discount on all turning related items
and lumber purchases.
Please note: Some specialty items and items already on sale, such as
bundled lumber packages, are excluded from this discount.
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Woodturning Classes
Leesburg Woodcraft Woodturning Workshops
Schedule through October 2016
Sep 16
Sep 17
Sep 24
Sep 27
Oct 2
Oct 21

Beginning Pen Turning
Turning Natural Edge Bowls
Spindle Duplication
Turning a Lidded Box
Introduction to the Lathe
Beginning Pen Turning

Please Reconfirm Classes and Dates at the Leesburg Woodcraft Website
www.woodcraft.com
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